If you need to delete a vehicle from the supplement, select VEHICLE LIST to display a vehicle selection list. Select the vehicle you need to cancel. Select CANCEL VEHICLE on the command line to delete the vehicle from the supplement.

When all the required changes are processed, click DONE to proceed. If the required documents are outstanding or a comment is added, the system will navigate to the Web Processing – Submit screen. Otherwise, the system will redirect to the Billing screen.

1.3.2.5.1 Billing Process

After this, the billing process starts. To get the details of the billing process refer to Section 1.3.2.1.7.

1.3.2.5.2 Payment Details

After this Payment details process starts. To get the details of the payment process refer to Section 1.3.2.1.8.

1.3.2.6 Replace Plate

Perform the following steps to process a Replace Plate supplement:

- From the IRP application level menu, select REPLACE PLATE from the Vehicle Credential menu tile.

- From the Supplement Search screen, enter the following:
  - Fleet No., and Fleet Expiration Year; Account No. is defaulted and protected.
  - The supplement effective date is defaulted to the current date and cannot be changed. Refer to Section 1.3.2 for MO business rules on supplement dates.
  - Click PROCEED to display the Replace Plate Vehicle Selection Details screen.
Replace Plate Vehicle Details screen allows the following actions:

- Indicate the vehicle(s) to receive a replacement plate by doing one of the following:
  - Click the check box next to the unit number for the vehicle.
  - For large fleets, the user may enter the Unit No., VIN or Plate number and click the SEARCH button. Once the vehicle information is found it will display in the selection list.
- Click PROCEED when you are finished to display a screen with the selected vehicles

On the Replace Plate screen:

- Select a REASON from the available dropdown list, which include:
  - OTHR – Other
  - DMGD – Damaged
  - LILW – License Law
  - LOST – Lost
  - STLN – Stolen
- The Plate checkbox will default to checked and cannot be changed.
- A comment box is available to add text, if desired.
The TVR and Remanufacture checkboxes can be checked, if required. Be certain to check the TVR box to request a temporary vehicle registration document BEFORE processing payment.

Select PROCEED to complete the process. You will return to the active list of vehicles in case you want to replace plates on additional vehicles.

MoDOT Carrier Express displays the list of active vehicles that were not selected for replacement plates. From this screen the user can do the following:

- Click the VEHICLE LIST button to display a list of vehicles processed in this supplement. You can change the information on any vehicle or cancel the vehicle from the supplement.
- Select additional vehicles for replacement plates by clicking the check box next to the vehicle and then click PROCEED.
- Click the DONE button when you are finished to display the Billing Details screen.
Select VEHICLE LIST to update or cancel a vehicle from the supplement and the list of vehicles processed in the supplement will be displayed.

You can do the following from this screen:

- Click the BACK button to go back to the previous screen.
- Update a vehicle(s)
  - Update the vehicle information.
  - Check the Update check box.
Click UPDATE.

- Cancel a vehicle from the supplement.
  - Click the “SELECT” link to the left of the vehicle.
  - MCE displays the vehicle detail screen.

Select CANCEL VEHICLE at the bottom of the screen to remove the vehicle from the supplement or select BACK to go back to the previous screen.

After you have completed the updates, the replace plate screen reappears.

- Click DONE when you are finished to display the Billing Details screen.

1.3.2.6.1 Billing Process

After this, the billing process starts. To get the details of the billing process refer to Section 1.3.2.1.7.

1.3.2.6.2 Payment Details

After this Payment details process starts. To get the details of the payment process refer to Section 1.3.2.1.8.
1.3.2.7 Web Processing

The MoDOT Carrier Express system allows users to submit a number of supplements for review at any point of time during the transaction. MoDOT agents will access the transactions for review, processing and approval.

The limitations for Web Processing by External users include:

- Access to only their assigned account – When processing a transaction, the account number will be auto-populated and protected on all screens.
- The Account/Fleet status must be Active.
  - If the Account/Fleet status is Suspended, an External User has the ability only to make payments.
- Only one supplement can be open at a time – A supplement must be in invoiced status before an external user can open another supplement.
- External web users cannot perform a supplement in the current year if the renewal for the next year is opened.

When an external user is done adding vehicles, the system displays the Web Processing – Submit screen.

1.3.2.7.1 Web Submit Process

To submit the transaction to the internal review queue, the external user must perform the following steps:
Click Proceed from the Vehicle Details screen and the system will navigate to Web Processing – Submit screen.

The Submit screen will autopopulate and disable the following required fields:

- Account No.
- Registrant Name
- Fleet No.
- Fleet Expiration Year
- Fleet Expiration Month
- Supplement No.
- Status will default to Pending and cannot be changed.

Select SUBMIT to have all the documents submitted for internal review.

Click the “SELECT” link for the appropriate supplement to upload the necessary documents to support the transaction submitted.

Use the Browse option to select a file to be uploaded, then click the Upload button to ensure the file is attached to the transaction.

External users must:

- Upload one file at a time.
- Ensure the file size is less than 4 MB.

External users should ensure a valid email address exists on the fleet record in order to receive email notifications when a supplement is ready to be paid or if additional action is required.

The following supplements can be completed by external users all the way through payment without internal user’s review/approval, unless a plate needs to be issued. If a plate must be issued, the supplement will go to the queue for internal user to process:

- Replace Plate

NOTE: External Web users can only open supplements with a status of “Pending”, “Action required” or “Approved”.
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1.3.2.7.2 Billing Process

After the external user submits a transaction for review, the internal user will review the queued documents and if approved, initiate the billing process. The supplement status will change to “INVOICED” from “OPEN”.

The external user will receive an email regarding the document review and approval.
1.3.2.7.3 Payment Details

The external user must perform the following steps to process the payment:

- Select Supplement Continuance from Others menu tile under IRP main menu.
- The user navigates to the Payment Details screen to complete the payment process.
The Cab Card Delivery Type field defaults to PDF.

The screen displays the “View Invoice Report” link on the command line for the user to view the detailed invoice report.

Click DONE from the command line on the Payment Details screen.